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Galloway, NJ - Stockton University will offer screenwriting workshops at the main Galloway 
campus on Mondays from 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. beginning Jan. 25 through March 21, 2016. (There 
will be no class on March 14 during spring break.) 
 
The screenwriting workshops bring together writers with different levels of experience and yet 
with one purpose in mind: to help each writer to develop a well-written cinematic story. New 
script ideas and works-in-progress both are welcome. 
  
Experienced screenwriter Robert Steele, MFA, director of Media Instruction in Stockton’s School 
of General Studies, will teach the fundamentals and craft of screenwriting. In this supportive 
workshop environment, Steele offers helpful criticism and encouragement for writers working 
toward completing a final draft.  
  
Past participants give the workshop excellent reviews: 
 

• Excellent professor. Robert Steele has been very informative, creative and valuable. He 
provided so much more information and details than I ever read about. I highly 
recommend his class.”  _  Al DiGirolano, 5/27/15 

• “Writing a screenplay is very different from writing a book. My writing has become 
more succinct and effective. Excellent Professor. He goes above and beyond!” _ 
Arthur Higbee, 6/3/15 

• “I rate the Workshop an A. Definitely, I recommend it.” _  William Sokolic, 6/3/15  

• “I’ve learned so much about creative writing, and film, and writing dramatically. 
Professor Steele was an excellent instructor --‐  great feedback.”   _ Patricia Johnson, 
7/28/15 

-more- 
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Writers should be prepared to write and rewrite weekly assignments outside of class, share 
work in class, and give and receive feedback.  
  
The goal of the screenwriting workshop is to encourage and motivate participants to concentrate 
on writing an excellent feature-length screenplay. The intensive creative process is an 
opportunity for writers to set their work in motion.  
  
A Spring Session will be held on Wednesdays from 5:30 - 7:30 p.m. from April 6 - May 25, 
2016. More information on registering for that series will be made available in late winter.  
 
Tuition is $150 per session. Enroll early by calling 609-652-9000 or visit stockton.edu/gens. 
Writers ages 17 years and older are welcome to attend.  
  
Stockton’s main campus is located at 101 Vera King Farris Drive, Galloway, N.J. 
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